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Abstract. A digital-holography (DH) system is created in a heterodyne-pulsed configuration,
meaning that the reference and signal pulses are nondeterministically correlated in time. Using
the off-axis image plane recording geometry, two performance metrics are measured: (1) the
total-system efficiency and (2) the ambiguity efficiency. These metrics are compared against
the same measured efficiencies for a DH system in a homodyne-pulsed configuration, which
uses deterministically correlated reference and signal pulses. The total-system efficiency of both
systems is found to be consistent with one another, showing that no new component efficiencies
are required when switching from a homodyne- to a heterodyne-pulsed configuration.
Additionally, an instantaneous phase modulation model is used to characterize system perfor-
mance in terms of nonideal pulse overlap. Such a model validates the use of the ambiguity effi-
ciency for future efforts. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution
of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.61.12.123101]
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1 Introduction

Digital-holography (DH) systems can be designed to operate in long-range imaging scenarios
that give rise to low-light and deep-turbulence conditions.1–5 Such systems involve the digitiza-
tion of a spatial-modulation pattern or “hologram” created via the interference of two fields of
light.6 These fields are referred to here as the reference and signal. From the recorded digital
hologram, an estimate of the complex-optical field can be made, which in terms of amplitude and
wrapped phase contains information about the aberrations that are distributed along the propa-
gation path. Therefore, researchers are currently studying ways to improve long-range imaging
performance using DH systems.7–12

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a key performance metric in terms of understanding the
limitations of DH systems. This understanding requires the quantification of individual sources
of SNR loss, otherwise known as efficiencies. The efficiencies of DH systems using continuous-
wave (CW) laser sources have been extensively studied,13–17 and the success of these systems is
largely due to the long coherence lengths of modern-day CW laser sources. Nevertheless, as the
path-length differences between the signal and reference exceed the coherence length of the CW
laser source, system performance degrades rapidly.14,15 This outcome says that the effective
ranges of DH systems in a CW configuration is limited by longitudinal coherence.

Using pulsed laser sources with DH systems circumvent the limitations associated with the
coherence length of CW laser sources, allowing for longer effective ranges. Even so, pulsed laser
sources introduce additional considerations, such as the temporal overlap of the fields of light
being interfered. To this end, the effect of temporal delay between the reference and signal pulses
was recently studied using a 1064-nm pulsed laser source and a short-wave infrared (SWIR)
camera.18 These experiments showed that the measured total-system efficiency was comparable
to that of a DH system in a CW configuration. It also introduced a novel component efficiency,
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called the ambiguity efficiency, to capture the effects of reduced pulse overlap. With the
outcomes of Ref. 18 in mind, more research is still required to fully characterize DH systems
in a pulsed configuration. In response, this paper presents two-novel contributions to expand the
understanding of such systems.

The first novel contribution leverages previous work and studies a fundamentally different
pulsed configuration. In the previous work, the signal and reference pulses were deterministi-
cally correlated, since a postamplification beam splitter was used to create the two fields of light
being interfered from a single-pulse train.18 This idealization isolated the effect of reduced pulse
overlap by ensuring the temporal characteristics of the reference and signal pulses were identical
before interaction with the experiment. Thus this previous configuration is referred to as the
“homodyne-pulsed configuration” throughout this paper.

In this paper, system performance is analyzed using signal and reference pulses with non-
identical temporal characteristics. This new configuration is referred to as the “heterodyne-
pulsed configuration” throughout this paper. By eliminating the identical-field constraint, the
heterodyne-pulsed configuration increases the applicability of DH systems, especially for
long-range imaging scenarios.1–5 For instance, a preamplification beam splitter can be used
to create the signal and reference pulses from two-independent pulse trains, allowing for stronger
signal pulses and greater effective ranges. That or a single-pulse train can be used with one pulse
being one field and a subsequent pulse being the other. In both cases, the effective strengths of
the pulses can be set within the dynamic range of the camera, and the timing of the pulses can be
externally triggered to maximize pulse overlap.

In support of the first novel contribution, this paper measures the total-system efficiency.
In so doing, the results show that the measured total-system efficiency of a heterodyne-pulsed
configuration is consistent with that of a homodyne-pulsed configuration. As such, no new
component efficiencies, which make up the total-system efficiency, are required to characterize
system performance.

The second novel contribution shows that the ambiguity efficiency sufficiently accounts for
nonideal pulse overlap. In Ref. 18, the predicted ambiguity efficiency matched the measured
ambiguity efficiency well only when the temporal delay between the reference and signal pulses
was small. For large temporal delays, the model over predicted system performance. Multiple
potential reasons were given in Ref. 18, but none were explored in depth. As a result, a more
sophisticated and accurate model was formulated, specifically for the homodyne-pulsed configu-
ration, and presented in a recent conference proceeding.19

In support of the second contribution, this paper significantly adapts the model presented in
Ref. 19, specifically for the heterodyne-pulsed configuration, and analyzes the effect of an
instantaneous phase modulation. A phase modulation could result from many issues within the
laser source but the effect on the ambiguity efficiency will be the same. Therefore, this paper
investigates an instantaneous carrier frequency change or “mode hop” within the fields of light
being interfered. The ambiguity efficiency is predicted for simple heterodyne fields both with
and without a mode hop included in the model. Overall, the results show that this model leads to
a more accurate ambiguity efficiency prediction. Therefore, the ambiguity efficiency sufficiently
accounts for nonideal pulse overlap.

In what follows, this paper begins with a review of the applicable efficiencies in Sec. 2.
Section 3 then details the experiment, including the data-collection and data-processing method-
ologies. The results from the experiment and the effect of an instantaneous phase modulation are
presented in Sec. 4, and a succinct summary of these results concludes this paper in Sec. 5. Two
appendices then follow to capture pertinent discussions that are not critical to understanding the
two-novel contributions of this paper.

2 Theory

Although multiple DH recording geometries exist,1–4,17 the off-axis image plane recording geom-
etry (IPRG) was used in this paper because of its simplicity in setup.1,11–19 For the off-axis IPRG,
light from a master oscillator is split into two optical paths. One optical path scatters light off an
optically rough, extended object. The scattered signal is collected by the pupil of an imaging
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system to create the signal field US and imaged onto the focal plane array (FPA) of a camera.
The other optical path creates a reference field UR by flood illuminating the FPA. The strong
reference is injected off axis, relative to the pupil, via a local oscillator (LO).

In conjunction with the off-axis IPRG, this paper uses the power definition of the SNR,1,3

such that

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;675SNRðx; y; τÞ ¼ ηtotðx; y; τÞ
4q2I
π

mSðx; yÞ; (1)

where ðx; yÞ are the estimated image-plane coordinates, τ is the temporal delay between the
centers of the reference and signal pulses, ηtot is the total-system efficiency, qI is the image-plane
sampling quotient, and mS is the mean number of signal photoelectrons generated by the signal
pulse. It should be noted that Eq. (1) assumes the reference is sufficiently strong such that the
noise in the reference pulse dominates all other noise sources. In other words, Eq. (1) says that
the DH system is operating in a shot-noise-limited regime.3,16 However, if the DH system is not
operating at the shot-noise limit, all detrimental effects are captured by ηtot and Eq. (1)
remains valid.

Analyzing ηtot more closely, the total-system efficiency is the product of many independent
sources of SNR degradation such that13,18

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;513ηtotðx; y; τÞ ¼ ηernðx; yÞηsnlðx; yÞηmixðx; y; τÞ; (2)

where ηern is the excess-reference-noise efficiency, ηsnl is the shot-noise-limit efficiency, and ηmix

is the mixing efficiency. The excess-reference-noise efficiency quantifies the spatial uniformity
of the reference field, and the shot-noise-limit efficiency quantifies the strong-reference approxi-
mation made in Eq. (1). Both efficiencies are described in detail elsewhere13,16,18 and are not of
primary concern in this paper.

The mixing efficiency, however, merits additional consideration, since it quantifies of how
well the reference and signal pulses interfere. In general,

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;398ηmixðx; y; τÞ ¼ ηpolðx; yÞηmodðx; yÞηambðτÞ; (3)

where ηpol is the polarization efficiency,13 ηmod is the modulation efficiency,17 and ηamb is the
ambiguity efficiency.18 The polarization efficiency is the quantification of how well the polari-
zation axes of the reference and signal pulses align, and the modulation efficiency is a quanti-
fication of how well the finite pixels of the FPA record the continuous hologram. As with ηern and
ηsnl, ηpol and ηmod are discussed in detail elsewhere13,17,18 and are not of primary concern in
this paper.

In contrast, ηamb is a main focus of this paper as it is the only efficiency dependent on the
temporal overlap between the reference and signal pulses. The ambiguity efficiency is derived
from the zero-Doppler cut of the ambiguity function,20–22 such that

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;256

ηambðτÞ ¼
�����

Z
∞

−∞
URðx; y; tÞU�

Sðx; y; t − τÞdt
����
2
�

¼
�����

Z
∞

−∞
Ũ�

Rðx; y; νÞŨSðx; y; νÞe−j2πντdν
����
2
�
; (4)

where UR and US are the complex-optical fields of the reference and signal pulses in the
temporal domain, respectively, t is the time, ~UR and ~US are the complex-optical fields of the
reference and signal pulses in the spectral domain, respectively, ν is the frequency, � denotes the
complex conjugate, j • j2 is the square-magnitude operator, and h•i is the spatial average oper-
ator. The square magnitude operator is necessary as, again, Eq. (1) uses the power definition for
SNR. The spatial average operator is not required in Eq. (4), but it is convenient to have spatially
independent metrics when cross evaluating multiple DH systems and is thus used here. For this
reason, all modeled efficiencies are assumed to be spatially uniform and the spatial dependencies
of Eqs. (1)–(3) are henceforth dropped.
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3 Experiment

As shown in Fig. 1, a DH system was set up with a 1064-nm pulsed laser source and a SWIR
camera in the off-axis IPRG. The laser source was a custom-built NP photonics coherent high-
energy pulsed fiber laser system.23 This laser source was set up in a heterodyne-pulsed configu-
ration, such that the signal and reference pulses were created from two-independent pulse trains
in a master oscillator power amplifier or “MOPA” configuration. In practice, other heterodyne-
pulsed configurations exist, but the conclusions reached in this paper hold for them as well.

To create the two-independent pulse trains, a preamplification beam splitter was used after
the CW seed laser (i.e., master oscillator) with a 1064-nm center wavelength. After the beam
splitter, each beam was independently intensity modulated then amplified via independent
ytterbium-doped fiber amplifier stages. The independence of the intensity modulation and ampli-
fication stages is the fundamental difference between the heterodyne experiment presented here
and the homodyne experiment presented in Ref. 18. Both pulse trains produced pulses at a 1-kHz
repetition rate. Beam diagnostics were measured via beam-path insertion and, when applicable,
within the dynamic range of the diagnostic tool.

Pulse train 1 produced 8.8 ns pulses with an average energy of 10 nJ. The resulting reference
pulses exited the backend tip of a 2-m-long polarization–maintaining, single-mode optical fiber.
The backend tip was placed off axis next to the imagining lens and tilted toward the camera.
An adjustable collimator was also used to ensure enough energy from the reference pulses was
captured by the camera while maintaining a nearly uniform energy distribution over the
camera’s FPA.

Pulse train 2, on the other hand, produced 10 ns pulses with an average energy of 10 μJ. The
resulting signal pulses passed through a free-space isolator, half-wave plate, and polarized beam
splitter (PBS). The half-wave plate and PBS were used to control the energy of the signal pulses
to avoid camera-pixel saturation, as discussed later. After the PBS, the signal pulses were sent
through a 20× beam expander, resulting in an approximate beam size of 4 cm. The expanded
beam was scattered off a sheet of Labsphere Spectralon (i.e., the stationary, optically rough,
extended object) with a vendor-specified 99% Lambertian reflectivity, and imaged onto the cam-
era via a 2.54-cm imaging lens. It should be noted that the object and image distances were set
such that the measured image-plane sampling quotient qI was 3.35.

1,3 By definition, qI repre-
sents the number of circular-pupil diameters that can fit across the Fourier plane.

The spectral line shapes of the reference and signal pulses were measured using a Thorlabs
SA200-8B scanning Fabry–Perot interferometer with a 7.5-MHz resolution and 1.5-GHz free
spectral range and are shown in Fig. 2,24,25 respectively.

It was evident from the line shapes shown in Fig. 2 that the two-independent pulse trains were
operating suboptimally. For example, at least two modes were visible in both line shapes.
Subsequent spatial beam profile measurements confirmed the multimode nature of the
pulses.18 Analysis showed the larger of the two modes in each line shape, or the fundamental
mode, was consistent with a Laguerre–Gauss (p ¼ 0, l ¼ 0) mode. Furthermore, the smaller of
the two modes, or the secondary mode, was consistent with a Laguerre–Gauss (p ¼ 1, l ¼ 0)
mode. From the laser construction parameters, the total spacing between these two modes was

CW laser source

Pulse train 1

Extended 
object

Free 
space 

isolator

Camera

Half-wave plate
Mirror
Polarized beam splitter
20× beam expander
Optical fiber
Fiber collimator
Beam dump

Pulse train 2

Fig. 1 Experimental setup overview.
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determined to be on the order of 1.5 GHz.18,23 This outcome means one mode had been aliased
onto the other due to the limitations of the Fabry–Perot interferometer.

In addition to multimode operation, the line shapes and widths in Fig. 2 were not consistent
with Fourier-transform limited pulses. This outcome, paired with differences in mode shape,
width, and relative spacing for the reference and signal line shapes, indicated that the pulse
shaping and amplification processes were negatively affecting the line shapes in different ways.
These differences may have been caused by a myriad of reasons, including unequal dispersion
along independent propagation paths or nonuniform spatial sampling within the gain media.

The average energy from the two-independent pulse trains fluctuated �16% pulse to pulse
consistently over a 6-h time period, over twice as long as required to collect all necessary data.
Therefore, the energy in each pulse was considered stable. The temporal overlap between the
reference and signal pulses at the camera FPA was controlled during the intensity modulation
process using a Berkeley Nucleonics Corporation Model 577 Digital Delay/Pulse Generator.
This experimental nob allowed the total-system efficiency to be measured as a function of rel-
ative pulse delay τ with a minimum sampling resolution of 250 ps and a root-mean-squared jitter
of 100 ps. All optical elements used in the experimental setup were either achromatic or coated to
maximize transmission or reflection.

The camera was an Allied Vision Goldeye G-033 SWIR TEC1, exhibiting a pixel-well depth
of 25,000 photoelectrons (pe), a quantum efficiency of 77% at 1064 nm, and an array size of
512 × 640 at a 15-μm pixel pitch. This camera also had a measured unstable gain region for
integration times <25 μs, resulting in over a quarter of the pixel-well depth being filled by
dark-current noise. In turn, the dark-current noise was the dominant factor in the camera-noise
variance σ2n. Overall, σ2n ¼ 6419 pe2. Due to the unstable gain region, the experiment was set up
for the reference and signal pulses to arrive near the 27-μs integration-time mark with a total
frame-integration time of 30 μs.

Because of the high-dark-current noise, the mean number of photoelectrons generated by the
reference and signal pulses, mR and mS respectively, were set to mR ¼ 11; 449 pe and
mS ¼ 77 pe to avoid camera-pixel saturation, yet maximize sensing. Assuming Poisson statis-
tics, where the mean is equal the variance, this outcome meant the reference pulses did not
dominate all noise sources, as σ2n > 1∕2mR. Therefore, the DH system used in this experiment
was not operating in the shot-noise-limited regime.3,16 As a reminder, this shortcoming was
accounted for by the shot-noise-limit efficiency ηsnl [see Eq. (2)]. For the system presented
above, ηsnl ¼ 81%.

3.1 Data-Collection Methodology

Digital holograms were collected for temporal pulse delay values from τ ¼ −5.875 ns to
þ6.125 ns in 1 ns increments and from τ ¼ −1.875 to þ2.125 ns in 0.25-ns increments to suf-
ficiently sample both the wings and the peak of the total-system efficiency curve. Two measure-
ments were taken at τ ¼ 0, one at the beginning of the overall data collection period and one at
the halfway mark, to ensure the master oscillator and amplification paths were performing

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Spectral line shapes of the (a) reference and (b) signal pulses.
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consistently for all datasets. For each measurement increment, the Labsphere Spectralon sheet
was rotated to generate 10 distinct speckle realizations. For each speckle realization, 10 digital-
hologram frames were collected for a total of 100 digital-hologram frames for each temporal
pulse delay value. This was done for speckle averaging during data processing. Additionally, 10
reference-only frames and 10 signal-only frames were collected for each speckle realization
during both τ ¼ 0 measurements. Reference-only and signal-only frames were unnecessary for
all temporal delay values because the energy of both pulse trains was considered stable. After all
frames were collected, 100 background frames were collected so the background and camera
noise could be appropriately accounted for during efficiency calculations. All frames were
imported to MATLAB for processing.

3.2 Data-Processing Methodology

To calculate the total-system and ambiguity efficiencies, the collected frames were first demodu-
lated. An example using a digital-hologram frame is shown in Fig. 3.

For the example provided, a discrete inverse Fourier transform was performed on the real-
valued digital hologram in Fig. 3(a) to obtain the associated complex-valued Fourier plane in
Fig. 3(b). The Fourier plane, in accordance with the off-axis IPRG,1,3 contained four important
terms as follows:

(1) the signal field (the data in the top-right circular pupil);
(2) the complex-conjugate of the signal field (the data in the bottom-left circular pupil);
(3) the LO-autocorrelation (the noncircularly symmetric data centered at DC); and
(4) the pupil-autocorrelation (the circularly symmetric data centered at DC).

Given (1)–(4), a pupil-filter function was used to filter the desired signal field term.
The filtered data were then centered in the Fourier plane before undergoing a discrete
Fourier transform to obtain the associated complex-valued image plane in Fig. 3(c), concluding
frame demodulation.

Each collected frame underwent frame demodulation individually. Otherwise, the piston-
phase mismatch introduced on a frame-to-frame basis by the two-independent pulse trains may
have washed out the spatial modulation pattern of the digitized hologram, artificially reducing
measured SNR. Once the individual frames were demodulated, the energy, or square-magnitude,
of each demodulated frame was calculated in pe2 in accordance with the power definition of SNR
[see Eq. (1)]. The mean of all 100 demodulated energy frames was computed for each pulse
delay increment τ to produce an average demodulated energy frame. Frame demodulation and
the average demodulated energy frame calculation was repeated for the collected reference-only,
signal-only, and background frames using the same pupil-filter function as was used for the
digital-hologram frames. This ensured the noise collected with the digital-hologram frames was
appropriately accounted for during calculations.

Using the calculated average demodulated energy frames, the measured total-system
efficiency η 0

tot was computed using the following equations:

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Frame-demodulation example using a digital-hologram frame. The demodulation process
involves (a) the recorded frame, (b) the associated Fourier plane, and (c) the associated image
frame.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;735E 0
Nðx; yÞ ¼ E 0

D−Rðx; yÞ þ E 0
D−Sðx; yÞ − E 0

D−Bðx; yÞ; (5)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;701E 0
Hðx; y; τÞ ¼ E 0

D−Hðx; y; τÞ − E 0
Nðx; yÞ; (6)

and

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;679η 0
totðτÞ ¼

�
SNR 0ðx; y; τÞ
SNRðx; yÞ

�
¼ π

4q2I

�
E 0
Hðx; y; τÞ∕E 0

Nðx; yÞ
m 0

Sðx; yÞ −m 0
Bðx; yÞ

�
; (7)

where E 0
N is the measured noise energy; E 0

D−R, E
0
D−S, and E 0

D−B are the measured reference,
signal, and background average energies after frame demodulation, respectively; E 0

H is the mea-
sured hologram energy; E 0

D−H is the measured hologram average energy after frame demodu-
lation; SNR 0 is the measured SNR; and m 0

S and m
0
B are the measured mean number of signal and

background photoelectrons generated, respectively. Note that the substantial dark-current noise
from the camera is accounted for with m 0

B and E 0
D−B and is removed, where applicable, by back-

ground subtraction. It should also be noted that the π∕4q2I term in Eq. (7) is necessary to account
for the ratio of the pupil-filter function area to the total Fourier plane area.1,3 The spatial average
operator was used to generate a convenient single-valued metric at a given τ, as was done
for Eq. (4).

The measured ambiguity efficiency η 0
amb follows as the amplitude normalization of the

measured total-system efficiency. In particular,

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;488η 0
ambðτÞ ¼

η 0
totðτÞ

η 0
totð0Þ

: (8)

This relationship ensures that η 0
amb equals unity when the reference and signal fields are

perfectly overlapped (i.e., τ ¼ 0 ns) and is always less than one otherwise.

4 Results

Using Eqs. (5)–(8), the measured total-system and ambiguity efficiencies for a DH system in a
heterodyne-pulse configuration were calculated. To analyze the effects of using pulses with non-
identical temporal characteristics, the measured efficiencies were compared to those of a DH
system in a homodyne-pulsed configuration.18 The total-system efficiencies at τ ¼ 0 ns were
similar and well within the uncertainty of each measurement. Furthermore, the ambiguity effi-
ciency curves exhibited the same general features. Therefore, it was concluded that a heterodyne-
pulsed configuration is, in terms of performance, consistent with a homodyne-pulsed configu-
ration. A potential reason for the discrepancies between the ambiguity efficiency predicted using
Eq. (4) and the measured ambiguity efficiency for the heterodyne-pulsed configuration was then
investigated using a complex-optical field model.

4.1 Comparison of Total-System Efficiency

Equations (5)–(7) were used to calculate a measured total-system efficiency at τ ¼ 0 ns of
13.5%� 6.4% for the DH system described in Sec. 3 with a heterodyne-pulsed configuration.
This was 15% lower than the measured total-system efficiency at τ ¼ 0 ns of 15.9%� 10.3% for
the DH system used in Ref. 18 with a homodyne-pulsed configuration, but the uncertainty
bounds of both measurements were well overlapped. Also the decrease in total-system efficiency
for the heterodyne-pulsed configuration was most likely caused by the temporally shorter refer-
ence pulse. An 8.8-ns pulse was used for the reference pulse in the heterodyne experiment,
whereas a 10-ns pulse was used in the homodyne experiment. This meant that the interaction
time between the fields was shorter and the amplitudes in which that interaction occurred were
reduced for the heterodyne experiment. Therefore, the decrease in system performance for the
heterodyne-pulsed configuration can be attributed to the design of this specific experiment, not
the use of a heterodyne-pulsed configuration in general.
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With the measured total-system efficiency of both systems calculated for τ ¼ 0 ns, it was
sufficient to make all further comparisons between the configurations using their respective
ambiguity efficiencies. This ensured any additional differences in system performance would
not be attributed to the shortened reference pulses used in the heterodyne experiment. The mea-
sured ambiguity efficiencies for the heterodyne- and homodyne-pulsed configurations, as well as
the ambiguity efficiency predicted for the heterodyne experiment using Eq. (4), are shown
in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4(a), the ambiguity efficiencies for the two configurations are well overlapped. Both
follow the same general shape, including the width of each curve and the asymmetry about
τ ¼ 0 ns. The ambiguity efficiency for the homodyne-pulsed configuration for jτj ≤ 2 ns was
more erratic than that of the heterodyne-pulsed configuration because of the measurement tech-
nique used in Ref. 18. Specifically, the reference and signal quantities used in Eqs. (5)–(7) were
calculated at each increment of τ. The pulse-to-pulse energy fluctuations in the laser source led to
a higher degree of variation between adjacent-τmeasurements. Such variation was avoided in the
heterodyne-pulsed configuration by only measuring the reference and signal quantities required
in Eqs. (5)–(7) at τ ¼ 0 ns. This outcome was possible because the reference, and signal pulses
were stable in energy (see Sec. 3). These similarly shaped ambiguity efficiency curves, along
with the consistent total-system efficiencies at τ ¼ 0 ns, indicated there was no significant differ-
ence in performance when using either a heterodyne- or homodyne-pulsed configuration.
Additionally, there were no efficiencies introduced by a heterodyne-pulsed configuration that
had not already been accounted for in the previous research. Therefore, in terms of system per-
formance, homodyne- and heterodyne-pulsed configurations are consistent.

The ambiguity efficiency predicted using Eq. (4), however, did not match the measured ambi-
guity efficiency calculated using Eq. (8), as seen in Fig. 4(b). The fields used as inputs to the
spectral formulation shown in Eq. (4) (i.e., the lower term) were estimated from the line shapes
shown in Fig. 2. First, a two-term Lorentzian profile was fit to each spectral line shape. The root-
mean-squared error (RMSE) for the reference line shape was 4.7%, and the RMSE for the signal
line shape was 3.5%. Then with the knowledge that the fundamental and secondary modes were
spaced ∼1.5 GHz apart (see Sec. 3), the frequency center of the secondary mode in both fitted
Lorentzian profiles was shiftedþ1.5 GHz. These fitted, shifted Lorentzian profiles were then used
as the field inputs to Eq. (4). An assumption that no interaction took place between fundamental
and secondary modes was then made.26 The resulting function was taken as the predicted ambi-
guity efficiency. A detailed explanation of this process can be found in Appendix B of Ref. 18.

In Fig. 4(b), the ambiguity efficiency was predicted accurately for jτj ≤ 1 ns but was over-
predicted for values jτj ≥ 1 ns. As a result, the average percent error of the prediction was
149.45%. The most probable cause of this over prediction was inaccuracy of the input field
estimates.19 The aliasing and 7.5 MHz resolution of the Fabry–Perot interferometer could have
smoothed or hid important features of the spectral line shapes, and certain operational character-
istics would be unidentifiable from others. Either of these issues could have led to the inaccur-
ately predicted ambiguity efficiency.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Comparison between the measured ambiguity efficiency for the heterodyne-pulsed con-
figuration (- ♦) and (a) the measured ambiguity efficiency for the homodyne-pulsed configuration
(- •) from Ref. 18 and (b) the predicted ambiguity efficiency for the heterodyne system (⋯).
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In line with these issues, a potential solution for the inaccurate ambiguity efficiency was
postulated: instead of simultaneous propagation of multiple modes, the two-independent pulse
trains each experienced an instantaneous phase modulation. It should be noted the effect of this
potential solution on the predicted ambiguity efficiency is not unique. In other words, even if
including a phase modulation in the input field estimates sufficiently narrows the ambiguity
efficiency prediction, other potential solutions cannot be eliminated. Additionally, it is not a
guarantee that a phase modulation is present in the fields. The following analysis was performed
to validate Eq. (4) as a model for the ambiguity efficiency not to identify any nonideal character-
istics of the laser used in this experiment. By showing it is possible to predict the observed
ambiguity efficiency curve width and asymmetry, the ambiguity efficiency model was validated.

4.2 Validating the Ambiguity Efficiency Model

To investigate the effect on the ambiguity efficiency of including an instantaneous phase modu-
lation in the input fields, a model for the complex-optical fields was created. For this model, it
was assumed that the base reference and signal fields could be represented spectrally by pure,
Fourier-transform-limited Lorentzian line shapes27 for the temporal pulse parameters given in
Sec. 3. This choice resulted in full-width half-maximums (FWHMs) of 50 MHz for the reference
line shape and 44 MHz for the signal line shape. Each field was also assumed to have two modes
spaced ∼1.5 GHz apart, identical in all ways except amplitude. The amplitudes of each mode
were set to best match the measured data shown in Fig. 2. For convenience, the fields described
in this paragraph will be referred to as the ideal spectral fields for the remainder of this paper.

Once these ideal spectral fields were defined, they were converted to the temporal domain
using a Fourier transform.28 This was done to ease modeling and computation requirements. The
temporal formulation for an instantaneous phase modulation was then multiplied to these ideal
temporal fields independently, so the effects on the ambiguity efficiency could be analyzed. As a
reminder, an instantaneous phase modulation can be caused by multiple issues, all of which
result in the same ambiguity efficiency. Therefore, a mode hop was chosen for modeling
simplicity. As such, the temporal fields were defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;387UR;SðtÞ ¼ ÛR;S
1 ðtÞξ1ðtÞ þ ÛR;S

2 ðtÞξ2ðtÞ; (9)

and

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;116;341ξ1ðtÞ ¼ j1 − ξ2ðtÞj ¼
�
1; t < t0
0; t ≥ t0

; (10)

where the subscripts and superscripts R and S indicate the reference and signal fields, respec-
tively, the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the fundamental and secondary modes, respectively, ξ is the
function for a mode hop, and t0 is the time in which the mode hop occurs. Note the lack of spatial
dependence in Eqs. (9) and (10). Preliminary analysis indicated including spatial dimensions
would minimally affect the results. As such, the spatial dependence was removed to improve
computation time. However, other potential solutions, especially ones investigating the effect of
transverse decoherence, would require spatial dependence to be included in Eq. (9).

Before presenting the results concerning the validity of the ambiguity efficiency model pre-
sented in Eq. (4), a comment about the analysis is required. No effort to model the system hard-
ware was made. Specifically, the measurement of a spectral line shape of a pulsed laser source
using a Fabry–Perot interferometer was ignored.24,25 Therefore, the model-based spectral line
shapes reported below were not expected to match the measured line shapes well and were not
a requirement for model validation.

For the instantaneous phase modulation analysis, it was assumed the phase modulation, as
modeled by a mode hop, occurred in the amplification stages. To clarify, the intensity modulation
scheme (i.e., pulse carving) would require the CW seed to experience a phase modulation every
10 ns on average if the phase modulation occurred in the CW seed. This outcome would be
indicative of a level of instability not seen in the laser-beam performance. Therefore, the phase
modulation must have taken place in the amplification stages. As a result, the relative mode
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amplitude and spacing were allowed to change independently in each line shape so that the field-
model line shapes matched the measured line shapes as best as possible. With this and the other
field-model parameters in mind, the predicted ambiguity efficiency was calculated by substitut-
ing Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (4). The aliased spectral line shapes and predicted ambiguity
efficiency are shown in Fig. 5.

As seen in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the spectral line shapes for the reference and signal fields when
an instantaneous phase modulation is included in the field model do not match the measured
spectra well. The widths of the fundamental peaks are roughly accurate. In contrast, for both
modeled-field line shapes, the existence of a second mode is ambiguous and too much impor-
tance is given to the wings. However, these errors cannot be meaningfully improved if a single-
phase modulation is the only imperfection considered, as was the case here. As a reminder, the
line shapes calculated using the complex-optical field model were not linked to validation
requirements for the ambiguity efficiency model.

The predicted ambiguity efficiency when including a phase modulation in the complex-
optical field model was significantly narrowed, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The field model prediction
was more accurate than the original prediction at all measured data points where jτj ≥ 1 ns.
Overall, the average percent error of the prediction was 21.03%, an 85.93% improvement over
the prediction made without including the mode hop. Asymmetry was also introduced in the ambi-
guity efficiency prediction, nearly matching the asymmetry in the measured data. Because the
inclusion of an instantaneous phase modulation produced a predicted ambiguity efficiency similar
to the measured results, further validation of the model presented in Eq. (4) was indicated.

5 Conclusion

A DH system was created in a heterodyne-pulsed configuration. Using the off-axis IPRG, two
performance metrics were measured: (1) the total-system efficiency and (2) the ambiguity effi-
ciency. These metrics were compared against the same measured efficiencies for a DH system in
a homodyne-pulsed configuration. The total-system efficiency of both systems was found to be
consistent with one another, showing that no new component efficiencies were required when
switching from a homodyne- to a heterodyne-pulsed configuration. Additionally, an instanta-
neous phase modulation model was used to characterize system performance in nonideal pulse
overlap. Such a model validated the use of the ambiguity efficiency for future efforts.

6 Appendix A: Further Discussion on Cycloergodicity

It is worth noting that work has been performed to characterize the temporal coherence of pulsed
laser sources and their associated effects.29–33 At large, the underpinning theory, modeling and
simulation, and experiments assumed cycloergodicity.29–32 In other words, the pulses were tem-
porally and spatially identical for all time, resulting in no frame-to-frame variations in the

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Aliased spectral line shapes of (a) the reference field and (b) the signal field, and (c) the
predicted ambiguity efficiency when including a phase modulation in the complex-optical field
model. For all plots, the model results (–) are compared to the measured data (- - and - ♦).
Additionally, the original ambiguity efficiency prediction (⋯) from Fig. 4(b) is included in (c).
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recorded digital holograms. However, by definition, DH systems in a pulsed configuration do not
satisfy the cycloergodicity condition. The nonidentical temporal characteristics, such as the
phases or spectral content, of the reference and signal pulses lead to substantial variations in
the in the recorded digital holograms. As a result, the second-order moment, or variance, of
the associated pulses is nonzero.

Limited coherence theory has been developed for noncycloergodic pulses and relies on
nearly incoherent sources and long integration times.33 In contrast, DH systems in a pulsed con-
figuration require partially coherent sources and nearly instantaneous measurements. Therefore,
the work presented in this paper goes significantly past previous efforts and validates temporal-
coherence theory for noncycloergodic pulses via the ambiguity efficiency.

7 Appendix B: Further Discussion on the Ambiguity Efficiency

Although the ambiguity efficiency captures the SNR degradation caused by temporal misalign-
ment of the fields, caution must be taken when using Eq. (4) to predict DH system performance
(specifically in a pulsed configuration). Measuring the temporal or spectral fields for optical
wavelengths is nontrivial. Many common nonimaging optical measurement devices, such as
fast photodiodes and Fabry–Perot interferometers, only directly measure irradiance. The field
is then estimated from irradiance, meaning much of the wrapped phase information is lost. This
loss could lead to important phase-related artifacts being hidden within the measurements. In
turn, the ambiguity efficiency predictions made from these measurements are inaccurate.
Typically, the ambiguity efficiency prediction will overestimate system performance.

One such phase-related artifact, an instantaneous phase modulation, is investigated in this
paper. A phase modulation could be caused by many factors and is indistinguishable from simul-
taneous multimode propagation when using common frequency measurement devices such as, a
Fabry–Perot interferometer. However, assuming the incorrect form of multimodal laser operation
results in an inaccurate ambiguity efficiency prediction.
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